Introducing the world’s first three-position power lift recliner with our patented Twilight Technology! Our dual-motor system comes standard and allows for a deeper recline to achieve rejuvenating positions no other three-position chair on the market offers. Rest, relax and rejuvenate in the Orion with Twilight for a weightless experience!
PR405-MLA

Model Number | PR405-MLA
---|---
Size | Medium/Large
Weight Capacity | 375 LBS
Positioning | 4-Way
Twilight Technology | YES
Chaise Seat | YES
Pocketed Coil Seat | NO
Back Type | Seam
Removable Back Option | NO
Head Rest Cover | None
Arm Rest Covers | None
Overall Width | 40.5"
Overall Height | 46.5"
Width Between Arms | 23"
Floor to Top of Seat | 21"
Seat Depth | 21"
Seat to Top of Back | 30.5"
Seat to Top of Arm | 5"
Seat Angle Raised | 17"
Floor to Top of Foot Rest Reclined | 25"
Distance Required from Wall Reclined | 21"
Extension reclined from Back of Seat to End of Foot Rest | 43"
Life Time Warranty, Chair Frame, Lift Frame, Recline Mechanism | YES
Warranty on Electrical Parts | 3 Yrs.
Pro Rated Years 4 Thru 7 | YES
Warranty on Mechanical Labor | 3 Yrs.
Warranty on Electrical Labor | 1 Yr.
Customizable* | NO
Hand Control Routing | Inside Arm
Extra Pocket Option | Standard
Heat & Massage Option | NO
Power Pillow Option | NO
Power Adjustable Lumbar Option | NO
AutoFlex Option Available | NO
Foot Rest Extension Option | NO
Straight Lift Option | NO
USB Charging Port | YES
Place of Origin | USA

* See Customize Chart for Dimension limits
Sizes may vary depending on fabric, filling material, upholstery and carpet thickness. All measurements taken on concrete floor using levels and metal rulers.

Smart Tek
In the event of a malfunction, our patented SmartTek™ diagnostic system enables you to get your lift chair up and running quickly.

Battery Backup System
Batteries not included. Battery Backup System is designed to bring the chair from the reclined to the seated position in the event of a power outage.
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SIGNATURE SERIES

Introducing the world’s first (multi-functional) SIGNATURE SIGNATURE SIGNATURE...

Motor #1
Controls the movement of both the backrest and footrest.

Motor #2
Activates Twilight technology, a tilting movement that provides a weightless experience.

Quick Ship for PR405-MLA:
Hazelnut, Sterling, Copper, Calypso & Shiraz

Quick Ship Fabrics for PR401-SME & PR401-MLA:
Brisa Coffee Bean*, Brisa® Buckskin*, Anchor, Sandstorm & Bittersweet
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